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EXT. CAPE COD - BEACH HOUSE - ROOF - DAY
On the roof a thick white cord gets moved slightly side
to side as we hear the voice of CHUCK, 20’s.
CHUCK (O.S.)
Okay, buddy. We better get down.
Angle up on a young boy, GREG, not yet five years old.
Excitement lights up his eyes and smile.
GREG
I wanna show Mommy!
Behind the boy we see a head snap forward. Chuck comes
into focus leaning back into the angle of the roof as he
starts to move upward.
CHUCK
No! Sshh! Remember - you can’t tell
Mommy. She’ll be mad.
Okay.

GREG

Chuck’s face relaxes. He reaches down and picks the cord
up from the roof’s surface. We see it tied around the
boy’s waist at the far end as Chuck pulls on the near end
to ensure it’s taught around his own waist.
CHUCK
Alright, buddy. We better get down.
Chuck turns toward the apex of the roof and rises on his
haunches. Behind him the boy stands on the roof’s edge
looking over and down.
GREG
I wanna jump!
Leaning into the angle of the roof, Chuck doesn’t see his
younger brother pump his legs with excitement.
CHUCK
I know. But if I don’t get you down in
one piece -TIME SLOWS DOWN -- A LOT
Over the corner of Chuck’s shoulder we see the boy JUMP!
The cord snaps taught. Chuck’s eyes shoot wide as his
head and shoulders get yanked backwards.
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Then his whole body folds at the waist as it starts to be
pulled off the roof. A final look of confusion, fear and
then panic cross his face as -TIME SPEEDS UP -- A LOT
Chuck hurls backward toward a large tree. Its massive
trunk threatening to small his spine. Suddenly a very
small hand reaches out and CATCHES Chuck, absorbing all
his force and momentum.
As Chuck tries to shake his head clear he looks around
confusedly. Finally he looks down and sees that HE’S
HANGING 30 FEET IN THE AIR!
Slowly craning his head back towards the tree behind him
he sees his little brother, eyes alight with joy, holding
onto the side of the tree like a squirrel. A very strong
squirrel.
GREG
That was fun, Chuck! Let’s do it again!
The boy’s small legs tense and contract as his eyes
widen. Chuck suddenly realizes what the boy intends.
Chuck’s eyes scream in panic until his voice can finally
catch up.
Nooo!!

CHUCK

The scream echoes and fades as we -CUT TO:
EXT. CEMETERY - DAY
A knee lands -- hard -- into hardened earth as an
overcast sky wraps around the edges of a gravestone.
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